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"Dragon Expo 2000"
hy Tammy Ledda

Dragon Expo 2000 was a huge success! Yes, the speakers
were wonderful, the food was great, the workout sessions were
awesome, the sitdown sessions were inspirational but it was
more than that. It was a feeling. It was a heart filling awesome
feeling. I had one gentleman sit down and tell me that this was
a life changing moment for him. Now granted, it might not
have been life changing event for everyone but you couldn't
help but be uplifted by the experience.

State that does not allow smoking indoors and now you are

suddenly surrounded by smoke 24 hours a day, it can be pretty
taxing on you. Fortunately, we did not allow smoking in the
seminar area so hopefully that helped a bit. But I did get a few
comments about the smoke and I would tend to agree, it was
kind of hard to take but I guess that is the tradeoff for all the

fun stuff Vegas has to offer. Like the Cheesecake Factory, my
personal favoritel Oh yeah, and I guess you can gamble there

too.:)
Now, that is not to say we did not have our share

of

problems. We did. ]ust to name a few, first there was the
smoke, my apologies to the smokers among you, this is nothing
personal against smokers. But let's face it, if you are from a
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There were also a lighting problem during a video
presentation by Ieff Chinn and Luis Santos. But with great
patience and support from Jeff and Luis and the help of Mike
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Hilow our sound and video volunteer, we worked it out. Other
than a few sound problems with the softer speakers in the
group, all in all it went off pretty smooth.
It was well organized, so there was enough break time
between sessions and everyone got to see every instructor.
Tommy Gong was the Coordinator for the event and anyone
who knows Tommy, knows he is excellent at organizing. We
also had a fantastic staff to help out. They were great at keeping
every.thing running smoothly. Thanks guysl (And gals too!)
What is hard to explain if you were not there, is the feeling
you walked away with.
members made themselves as available as possible. When they
were not teaching they spent time talking to participants,

During the entire weekend the Nucleus

taking pictures and even breaking into impromptu lessons here
and there. Everyone was warm and there seemed to be a calm
and peaceful feeling that flowed throughout the event.
The speakers, Ihoon Rhee, Leith Adams, Al Dacascos, and
Diana Lee Inosanto-Balicki shared some wonderful memories
with us about Bruce and Brandon. How there lives were
touched by them. You felt like you were there when they were
talking. And Lane Nishikawa was awesome. He did a
performance piece that talked about how Bruce Lee came
onto the Asian American scene and changed how Asians were
viewed. His piece made you laugh and cry. I wish everyone

some of the
equipment Bruce used when he worked out. You were able to
speak to the people who made a lot of his equipment, such as

In the sitdown session you got to

see

Herb Jackson and George Lee. You were able to ask questions
of his friends, family and former students, such at Linda Lee
Cadwell, Allen Joe, Jesse Glover and |oe Orbillo.
There was a fantastic collector's display during most of the
event that had rare items from the collections of Perry Lee, Jeff
Chin and Brad Walker. Then there was the autograph session
with all of the above Nucleus members including Bruce and
Linda's daughter Shannon Lee Keasler. \A{ho was also
responsible, along with Linda for filling out all of the
participant's certificates. This was a time to meet the Nucleus
members, share stories and get your favorite momentos signed.
As you can see there was a lot to see and do. There was
information galore but more than that there was "emotional
content". You felt a part of something. Like you were part of
big family. Bruce and Brandon's family.

What touched me about this event was that somehow the
feeling that Bruce and Brandon left with all of their friends and
family was felt by all. This is the feeling that helped form this
organization. It was and is the feeling that keeps this
organization going. Thank you to everyone that came and
shared in that feeling. It was an awesome eventl

could have experienced the emotions that he took you through
less than brilliant. There was
award that was presented to
dedication
also a wonderful special

See

with this piece. It was nothing

behalf of the Nucleus. I would have
to say though, that the highlight of the banquet would have to
be a tie between viewing some of the missing footage from
Game of Death and the raffle of the Nunchakus made by
George Lee. \Mhich was a copy of the original Nunchakus he

Dragon Expo photos on next

page.

O

Ted Wong by Shannon on

made for Bruce Lee. Harold Quah from Singapore had the
winning ticket for the Nunchakus and assures us he will take
great care of them. Harold's a great guy so we know he will.
As for the missing footage of Game of Death, well WOW

would be an understatement. All I have to say is, YOU HAVE
TO SEE ITI John Little is working on it as we speak, so look
for news of its release soon.
The workout sessions were fantastic. lust getting to work
out with each and every Instructor was a great experience but
the lessons were packed full of valuable tools you could use
after you left the event. Instructors included 1st and 2nd
generation students of Bruce Lee's, such as Thky Kimura, Ted
Wong, Dan Lee, Bob Bremer, Richard Bustillo, Steve Golden,
Pete Jacobs, Tim Tackett, Chris Kent, Tommy Gong, Andy
Kimura, Cass Magda, Mario and Allen Magdangal and Gary
Cagaanan. A special thanks also goes out to all

ofthe

a

assistant
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instructors who helped out in the sessions.
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Guest Speaker - Diana Inosanto-Balicki (Daughter
of Dsn Inosanto)

Linds Lee Cad:uell (Wdow of the late Bruce Lee)
snd Shannon Lee Kensler (Bruce Lee's daughter)

Guest Speakers Jhoon Rhee and Al Dacascos

Shannon Lee Keasler presenting Special Dedication

Award to Teil Wong

Shannon and John Liftle (Writer, Historian anil

Some rare collectnbles

Director of BLEF)

signing autographs

Bob Bremer - Nucleus member (Student of Bruce Lee
in Los Angeles)

Gary Cagaanan (student of lames Lee)

Mario Magdangal (student

Pete Jacobs - Nucleus member (Student of Bruce Lee
in Los Angeles)

Steve Golden - Nucleus member (Student of Bruce
Lee in Los Angeles)

Performance Artist - Lane Nishikawa

Guest Speaker - Leith Adsms (Director

of lnmes Lee)

Nucleus Aut o graph

se

Tim Tackett - Nucleus member (Former student of
Dan Inosanto)

ssi on

of Corporate Archives at Warner
Bros.)
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Shannon Lee Keasler presenting
Special Dedication,Award to Ted
Wong

Ted Wong - Nucleus member (Student of Bruce Lee
in Los Angeles)

Taky Kimura - Nucleus member (Bruce's assistant
Seattle)

in

Tommy Gong - Nucleus member (Student of Ted

Alan Magdangal (student of lames Lee)

wong)

Andy Kmura - Nueleus member (Stuilent and son
Tskv

of

Kmura)

Magila - Nucleus member (Former student
Dan Inosanto)
Cass

of
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Richsrd Bustillo - Nucleus member (Student

of

Joe Orbillo - Friend of the Lee

George Lee

students)

first

- Nucleus member (Student of Bruce Lee

B::il

Linila Lee Caihtell iluring question and answer
session

Chris Kent - Nucleus member (Former
student of Dan Inosanto)
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Lee in Los Angeles)

in Oakland)

Iesse Glover (One of Bruce's

&liiti:

Herb fackson - Nucleus member (Stuilent of Bruce

family

Bruce Lee in Los Angeles)

Equipment used by Bruce
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Dan Lee - Nucleus member (Student
of Bruce Lee in Los Angele)
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Allen Ioe - Nucleus member (Student
of Bruce Lee in Oakland)

THE "KNOWING IS NOT ENOUGH'' INTERVIEW
This lssue: Stirling Silliphant
Special to Knowing Is Not Enoughby CFW Enterprises.
Interview Conducted by I ohn Co rcoran

Among the ranks of Hollywood's most steiling writers, the
name Stirling Silliphant stands alone. Over the past 25 years, he
has cranked out more copy than the Xerox Corporation. I\hat
flows from his bustling pen are big-screen blockbusters like The
Towering Inferno and The Poseidon Adventure; Oscar-winning
screenplays like In The Heat of the Night; and imaginative
concepts like TV\ Longstreet series from the early 1970s.
Martial arts, strangely enough, have courted his distinguished
career since the beginning. Starting in the late 1950s, when he
oversaw a karate scene in television's I'{aked City, Silliphant has
passionately employed the martial arts wherever and whenever he
could. He's used the arts in some fifteen projects. The fact stands
that nobody in Hollywood has been as prolific in using the
martial arts in the visual media as has Silliphant.
Silliphant is perhaps best known for his relationship with
Bruce Lee. He, in fact, did more for Bruce's career than any other
figure in Hollywood. Beginning with Marlowe in 1970, Silliphant
wrote Bruce into numerous stories including Longstreet, whose
first one-hour special many fans consider some of Lee's
unsurpassed work on film.

In addition, Stirling originally collaborated with

Lee and

actor James Coburn on the ill-fated The Silent Flute, eventually
released as Circle of lron, starring David Carradine. It was a sad
disappointment. So was his 1975 effort, The Kller Elite, which

from production dkputes and inferior editing, neither of
which were Silliphant's fault.
Silliphant, besides having been a three-year private student of
Bruce's, was one of his closest friends directly before and during
the period when Lee traded obscurity for greatness. Despite the
fact that he knew Lee so intimately, past interviews with
Silliphant have been ahernately shoddy and superficial, for his
part of the story is, like his screenplays, a blockbuster. His reason
some four
is startling. "Nobody listened." So I listened
- for
as Silliphant, a master storyteller, recounted his entire
hours
martial arts history. The parts which involve Bruce Lee appear
suffered

here.

Wat makes Silliphant's side of the Bruce Lee story so vivid is
hk photographic memory for meticulous details, his candid
descriptions, and his desire to particularize their relationship at
length.

How didyou firsthear about Bruce Lee?
Stirling Silliphant: I was at one of those instantly-forgetthe-name-of-the- host Holly"wood parties and I heard someone
talking about this fabulous Chinese martial artist named Bruce
Lee. The story I heard was that Bruce had been invited to Las
Vegas byVic Damone, the singer. After his performance,
Damone invited Bruce up to his suite.
Vic had been very interested in Oriental martial arts, but
was somewhat skeptical about its effectiveness as a form of

combat. Vic expressed his opinion that a lot of the martial arts
mystique was exaggerated. A good tough streetfighter, he
insisted, could always beat a karateman, especially an Asian,
because Asians were smaller, skinnier, and just basically
couldn t stand up to a big, tough American streetbrawler. Now
Vic didn't say this out of prejudice, it's just that he really
believed it. At the time, Vic employed the services of two huge,
armed bodyguards, one of whom held contempt for martial
artists in general. Bruce studied the situation and arrived at a
way of proving the effectiveness of martial arts without getting
anyone hurt.
"I'11 tell you what we can do," Bruce said. "Put one
bodyguard in front of the door. When I come through the
door," he explained to the bodyguard, "stop me if you can." The
other bodyguard Bruce placed about five feet behind the first
man, and told him to put a cigarette in his mouth. "Let's
assume that the cigarette represents your holstered gunj'he

continued. "Vic, when I come through the door I want you to
begin counting to five. By the count of five I will be past the
first bodyguard and will have knocked the cigarette from the
mouth of the second bodyguard. The cigarette is equivalent to
his gun. When he sees me come through the door, he should
try to take it out of his mouth before I kick it out. Now, I'm at
a disadvantage because I'm telling you all this in advance. If I
succeed, then would you buy it as an acceptable example of
what martial arts can do?"
They all said, "Sure...Oh, boy! Yeah! " Bruce then left the
room. Meanwhile, Vic said to his bodyguards, "Look, I don't
want you to hurt him,'cause he's small and he's Chinese. But I
don't mind if one or both of you knock him on his ass. Give
him a good shot and let's settle this matter once and for all." So,
everyone's waiting, right? Suddenly, there's a loud, wrenching
explosion; not only does the door fly open but it's torn
completely from the wall! Bruce kicked the son-of-a-bitch right
off its hinges! The door slams the first bodyguard so hard he's
knocked violently out of the way with the door jammed in his
the cigarette flies past
no more
face. Two seconds later
the second bodyguard's nose. Bruce had kicked it from his
mouth while he stood there frozen in place. Bruce turned and
looked at Damone, who, eyes wide, was saying, "Holy shit! "
Now' whether that story is true or not I will never know
But that was the story I heard at the Holl1'wood party; in fact,
it was a story that was circulating all over Holll'wood at that
time. And it was good enough for me. I decided Bruce was
the one I wanted to train with.
going to be my Main Man

-

I've never heard that story mysetf, That's fabulous;. Do you
remember who told it?
Silliphant: No. But I know Bruce could have done it. It's a
great Bruce Lee story and I subscribe to it. From that moment
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on, Bruce's name just shot through Holly'wood. Everyone was
telling the story. I was determined to meet him. It took me,
from that point, several months to track him down. He was a

very private person then and only a few "insiders" knew where
to find him.
Where ilid you begin training with Bruce?
Silliphanl Bruce had a school in the Chinese center of Los
Angeles. Very low-profile. No exterior sign. You had to know its
location in advance. And you had to be invited. You didn't just
walk in off the street.
At that time Bruce was in the process of developing his ]eet
which he continued to
or "non" style
Kune Do style
evolve right up to the time he died. His methods changed with
every lesson he taught. Never did I feel that I was going
through some pre-established syllabus, some textbook course
ofvarious rote techniques, whereby I had to proceed from page
one to page thirty and learn all the successive movements.
Bruce never taught that way. Later, when I took up karate
(after Bruce's death), that's the way I had to start: at the bottom
and work up through different levels of routine. Bruce believed
in having you achieve your maximum potential as quickly as
possible, and in making you believe in the impossible. But to
start, as I was saying earlier, I had to track Bruce down. I called
Bill Dozier, producer of The Green Hornet TV series which, by
that time, had already gone off the air. Bruce had played the
masked Asian driver and I felt that Bill would still know where
this "actor" could be found. Bill put me in touch with someone
who gave me Bruce's phone number. I called Bruce. I said, "My
name is Stirling Silliphant. I've been looking for you for three
months. I want to study with you." Bruce said, "Well, I don t
really teach. I only have one or fivo private students." At the
time he was teaching Steve McQueen. Just about this time, too,
Joe Hyams was starting to get involved with Bruce so that Joe
and I came in at the same time.
Aside from Steve McQueen and maybe one or two others,
Bruce was not really into teaching private lessons. In order to
discourage Hollywood dilettantes he charged a great deal of
money for each hour of instruction. He wanted to make the
cost of each lesson so prohibitive that if anybody took it, he
would damn well concentrate on the business at hand. Bruce
didn't charge these prices just for the sake of charging. He
charged to place value on his instruction and make himself
stand out as someone vety,very different. This is an Asian
attitude, a way of showing that the lesson offered has worth
the fee is merely the token of this, not the point of it.
Can you ilescribe your

first meeting with him?

Silliphant I remember that moment above all others. He
arrived at my office at Columbia Pictures [the studio was then
like the winds
on Gower Street] with an air of assurance
around the outside of a hurricane. At that time I was probably
fifty, but none of that flabby stuff. I was in pretty good shape
for half a century's wear-and-tear. But certainly nothing
compared to the condition I achieved after three years of
training with Bruce. Bruce asked me how old I was. \A4ten I
told him, he was appalled. "You don't look that oldj'he said.
"Thank you," said I. "I just don't know," he continued, "if I
want to teach anyone that old. It seems pointless. Not that it
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doesn't happen in martial arts. We have people in China who
begin studying in their sixties. But it will depend on your
speed, your reflexes, and how seriously you care to learn."
Later on, studying with Thk Kubota, I found that Thk accepts
students in their sixties and that a lot of martial arts teachers
understand that one can study atany age, assuming that he can
move at all. They hardly expect you to compete in
tournaments. But at this time I didn't know that. So Bruce said,
"Let's see what you can do." He took a cushion off the couch
and told me to kick it. I did, in the way I thought it should be
the way a woman would kick a
kicked, which was pitiful
mouse or something. It was probably the worst kick Bruce had
ever seen. Then he brought out his catcher's mitt. He said, "I'm
going to hold this out and I want you to hit it as hard as you
can." So I did. I used all my boxing knowledge, torqued my hip,
gave it my best shot. Bruce remarked, "Man, that sure wouldn't
hurt anyone, would it?" So I tried again and he still didn't
approve. "I will say that you've got speed," he observed. "And
your reflexes are good. But I have to tell you, you could hit
someone and he wouldn't even know it. I can tell we have a lot
of work to do with you."
And so he agreed that he would start to instruct me. But I

still don't think he felt I would benefit very much. I think it was
certainly not my promise
my earnestness that impelled him
as a martial artist. Now, had I worked out directly with him at
first it would have been futile. So this was one of the reasons he
put Joe Hyams and me together. He coached us in what he
wanted us to learn. It became a very rewarding and beautiful

with great
experience and I remember it the way foe does
respect and warm nostalgia. I found Bruce's training methods
fascinating. They were not structured. They were always free,
very spontaneous and improvisational. The first thing he did
with me was to concentrate on my body movement and
particularly on what he called "closing the gap," the
relationship between you and your opponent. I guess the
essence of this is what we'd call a time attack executed against
your opponent's preparation. To accomplish this Bruce at first
blindfolded me and made me move in conjunction with what I
on all sides. We
felt might be his movements around me
practiced that for weeks before we began any kind of specific
attack and defense techniques. Then we started on hand
movements. He wanted to introduce me to some of the historic
background on the use of hands, wrists and arms. Bruce always
said the leg is the more powerful weapon, but, ultimately, the
man who can punch better will be the one who will win. He
taught me the "sticky hand" technique from Wing Chun, and
we did that blindfolded. As a matter of fact, that was one of the
first things he had Joe Hyarns and me do when we were
working out together. ]oe and I found it fascinating that when
we were blindfolded and followed Bruce's instructions we felt
the power of this defense. It was almost impossible for anyone
to force his way through to the target, into your face or into
your body. The more he forced, the more you reached him. It
had nothing to do with defense below the waist, but it was
certainly good medicine for the upper target areas. I guess the
reason I took to this so naturally was because of fencing, where
my instruction included both upper and lower lines of defense.
Many proficient fencers are expert at upper defense, but
inadequate in fending off low-line attacks. And because my
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fencing coach had taught me both, I automatically thought of
the body as being dissected into those two areas, each with its
own specialized form of defense. That was one of the practical
points fencing had taught me: that my toe was every bit as
lrrlnerable as my head. And, therefore, I took instantly to what
Bruce was teaching. The sticky hands help a weaker person
nullif' an attack by a stronger person. Ifyou are really good at
extremely difficult for an
it, it's almost impenetrable

opponent to land a blow from the waist up - which, in turn,
might force the opponent into having to deliver a low-line
attack, for which you re prepared.
PART TWO OF THIS HISTORICAL INTERVIEWWITH
BE PUBLISHED IN THE
NEXT /SSUE OF KNOWING IS NOT ENOUGH.
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..NEWSWORTHY NOTES''
the Opening Night Dinner to kick off the Bruce Lee
Exhibition at the Chinese Culture Center. The dinner will
take place on October 21st,2000. Tickets for the dinner are
$75.00 and are on sale now! You can purchase your tickets
by sending $75.00 per ticket to the main office at PO Box
1390, Clovis, CA93613-1390. The restaurant will be
within walking distance of the Chinese Culture Center in
San Francisco's Chinatown. You will receive the exact time
and location of the dinner when you receive your tickets.

- For some time we have been struggling to get
our websites together. We finally got it completed. Now
whether you go to jkd.com or bruceleefoundation.com you
will come to one complete site. We will soon have the
merchandise posted on the site so you can see the
merchandise before you order. You will still have to e-mail,
fax or call your order in so we can make sure we are selling
to members only.
Website

- The year 200I seminar was announced at
this years seminar. It is to be held in the Netherlands. This
is our first Foreign Annual Seminar and we expect it to fill
up fast. fames ter Beek and George Sirag are hosting this
year's event and have worked out some great travel deals.
For information on next year's seminar, such as dates, fees,
special travel rates and/or an application please go to the
link on our home page at wr"t'w.bruceleefoundation.com.
2001 Seminar

Bruce Lee Limited Edition Lithographs - As you can see
by the picture on the cover the Limited Edition
Lithographs have come out. We unveiled the Lithograph at
the Dragon Expo 2000 and they sold like wildfire. They
were a huge success. We offered a presale on the Limited
Edition as well as posters of the original. Out of 60
Limited Editions we only have about half left. And out of
300 posters we only have 1421eft. You can still order a
Limited Edition Print or a poster through the main office.
See our new ad for details. Please see cover for photo ofthe
Lithograph. For more information on the artist, Anthony
Whelihan, please check out his website at whelihan.com.

Bruce Lee Exhibition - The Chinese Culture Foundation
and the Bruce Lee Educational Foundation are pleased to
present: Bruce Lee'A Retrospective. Come to an
exhibition to honor the Little Dragon in the Year of the
Dragon, in the City of his birth.

Foreign Memberships

Bruce Lee Exhibition OpeningNight Dinner - The
Chinese Culture Foundation of San Francisco and the
Bruce Lee Educational Foundation invite you to join us for

rS
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Many of the foreign members

they pay $10.00 more than U. S. members and the
newsletter is being sent by surface mail. The reason for this
is that the extra $10.00 barely (and sometimes doesn't)
covers the cost of surface mail for the year. We have never
offered airmail because the fee for this would be anywhere
from $30.00 to $60.00 dollars and that is just to cover
mailing costs, that doesn't even cover the extra handling
costs. As you can see this would be an extremely costly
alternative, thus the reason we have never offered it. Ifyou
are willing to pay the extra costs for mailing your
newsletter via airmail, please feel free to call the office to
make arrangements.
O

The exhibition is free to the public and will be open from
October 21,2000 to February 18,2001. The exhibition will
be on display at the Chinese Culture Center, 750 Kearny St.,
San Francisco, CA 94108, in San Francisco's Chinatown.

KNOWTNG
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have asked me why it takes so long for the newsletter to get
to them. The reason for this is because it is sent by surface
mail instead of airmail. A few people have wondered why

The exhibition will display memorabilia from the extensive
treasures of prominent collectors, Yori Nakamura,Ieff
Chinn, and Perry Lee. Integrated with personal effects
from Linda Lee Caldwell, this exhibition will probably be
thelargest and most comprehensive Bruce Lee presentation

o
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EXCLUSIVE!
Bruce Lee's "Commentaries on the Martial Way"
- Part Vlll

From Bruce Lee's notebooks entitled "Commentaries on the Martial Way," we will be continuing Bruce's writings on the topic of "Speed."
Bruce goes into great detail in defining this attribute, in addition to determining its optimum application in unarmed combat. As Bruce Lee
is generally considered to be one of the fastest martial artists who ever lived, it will behoove the serious student of his art to avail himself of
the knowledge and experience in this area that Bruce worked so hard to acquire.
- J. L.
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THE WISDOM OF BRUCE LEE
This lssue: "lt's About Evolution"
By Kareem Abdul-labbar

Y*.

ff"'

$*,

-l

-f

- l.

-+I

I remember one thing that Bruce pointed
out to me in Musashi's Book of Five Rings.
And, you know, Mushashi gives this great
text on how to go out and deal with one-onone combat, but Bruce said to me, "When
you learn this, all you know is how to beat
people up." And he reduced it back to all this
guy was saying was how to overwhelm
people physically and that doesn't make you
an evolved human being. All yotive learned
at that point is how to overwhelm people
physically. And you must evolve so much
beyond that as a human being in order to
use that knowledge in the best and most
productive way.
(Source: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
John Little, May

15,2000)
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Bruce Lee Educational Foundation Merchandise
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Item # 001

Item

#

Item # 003

002

ffiWw

Item #

008

ltem # 009

Item # 001
Bruce Lee Educational Foundation T-shirts.
- XL, Black or White, $15.00

Item # 005

Item # 006

Item # 007

Item # 013

Item # 014

Item # 015

Item # 015

Items

#

M

Item # 007
Dragon Expo Logo Pin - Silver, $8.00

010-012

Item # 013
JFjKD SeminarVideo's 1st,2nd and 3rdYear
now available., $85.00 for the set or $30.00 each

Item # 008
Dragon Expo Logo Waterbottle, $10.00

Item # 002
4th Annual T-shirts (Very Limited Supply).
XXL, $25.00. Add $5.00 for XXL

Item # 004

M

Item # 009
Newsletter Back Issues, $10.00 (Out of Vo1.

Item # 003
Bruce Lee Postcard Set, $10.00

1

Item # 014
Membership, Renewal or Gift Membership,
$35.00 US, $45.00 Foreign

Issue 2 andVol. 1 Issue 4)

Item # 015

Item # 010

Bruce LeelJhoon Rhee Poster, $149.99

Item # 004
Goldtone IKD Syrnbol Medallion, $10.00

3rd Annual Seminar Program Book, $15.00

Item # 0l5
Bruce Lee Dragon Expo Poster, $60.00

Item # 005
Silvertone Dragon Expo Medallion, $10.00

Item # 0l

3rd Annual Seminar Signed Program Book,
$30.00 (Only a few left. Not signed by all
Nucleus members)

Item # 006
BLEF Logo Pins - Black and Teal or
$6.00 each

Est. Delivery

S&H

Time:

Charges:

All

Go1d,

I

Item # 012
4th Annual Seminar Signer Program Book,
$40.00 (Very Limited Supply. Signed by all
Nucleus members)

U.S. - 6 to 8 weeks, Foreign

-

12

to

Item # 017
Limited Edition Bruce Lee Lithograph - Only
60 prints made! Half are already gone!
$1,200.00 (or seven payments of $200.00 each
for a total of $1,400.00)

14 weeks

$5.00 - $20.00 add $4.00 S&H
$21.00 - $40.00 add $6.00 S&H
$41.00 - $60.00 add $8.00 S&H

$61.00 - $80.00
$81.00 - $100.00
$100.00 and up

add $10.00 S&H
add $1a.00 S&H
add $20.00 S&H

CA residents , ad.d.7 .875o/o sales tax. Idaho residents add 5.0olo sales tax.
Send order and payment

Item#
Item#

to: Bruce Lee Educational Foundation,

Qty_
Qty_

P.O.

Box 1390, Clovis, CA 93613-1390

Item#
Item#_

Size
Size

Qty_
Qty_

Size
Size

Name (to)
Address

Country

CrtylStatelZip
From (if gift)
CREDIT CARDS NOW ACCEPTED

-

n visa

I

E

MasterCard

American Express

tr

ICB

Exp. Date

CardNumber
Signature

All credit card orders must fill in address information above.
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INSPIRATIONS
By Primo Ledda

following inspirational story comes to us from Rodrigo
Mendoza. After attending a seminqr by Richard Bustillo he wrote
t , following via e-mail.

This story really touched me because of its application and

The

t
.

A couple ofyears ago I sky dived as a hobby, unfortunately
for me my last jump injured me a lot more than I thought at
the moment. I broke my knee joints (meniscus) and one
vertebra, plus I herniated 4 discs in my lumbar back. As my
doctors said, it is more than enough to have paralyzed, as one
of the discs along with the broke bone where cutting my spinal
nerves, obstructing more than 80% of the cavity.
When the doctor saw my Magnetography they wondered
how I could be standing on my feet. So I had to undergo a
major surgery. During this I remembered that Bruce Lee had
also gone

through something similar. He had also had

a

It

process. We all will or have gone througJt some kind of injury.

might be minor or extreme, but it is the process of how we
oyercome it that is important. I like the way Rodrigo used Bruce
as a guide to achievehis recovery. Rodrigo's perseverance and

hard work is an inspiration to all of

us.

Keep up the good work

Rodrigo.

On a dffirent note, I would also like to thank all of the
participants of the 4th Annual JFJKD seminar, that was recently
held in Las Vegas, who came and shared their stories with me

of

how Bruce and Brandon have inspired them during their lives.

At

this seminar many people from all over the world inspired each
other with their smiles, their spirit, their motivation and in

sharing stories with each other about their lives. I\hen we share
our stories, life's clarity or direction is shown more cleaily. Thank

back

injury. I do not try to relate myself to that master but I said to
myself that if he could beat it and make a full recovery, that I

you, your stories really touched my heart.

could at least try too.

That same day a friend of mine bought me a book called
"Tho of |eet Kune Do" by Bruce Lee. I read it like a novel and
to the surprise of my doctors I was back on my feet in 3 days.
read it again and looked for a teacher who understands IKD.
Someone who could help guide me through my recovery. I

Please send

I

met Angel Postigo in Mexico City and I was pleased that he
accepted me as a student. Then a couple months later Sifu
Richard Bustillo gave this IMB seminar in Acapulco, which was

your inspirational story to:

Bruce Lee Educational Foundation

Attn: Primo Ledda
PO Box 1390, Clovis, CA 93613-1390
Story should be 750 words or less and include one picture
(if possible).

o

hosted by Sifu Rodolfo Nvarez.

It had now been exactly one year after I was warned not to
do much physical work or else risk going back to bed or to a
wheel chair for good. With just the smallest amount of pain I
went through the whole seminar feeling all brand new and
good about myself. Hey I even won a small grappling match
where I needed my back strength. So in a way I owe my new

life to the great master Bruce Lee's example.
I am looking forward to my next birthday party IMB
seminar. So I give thanks to his memory, to Sifu Richard
Bustillo, Rudolfo Nvarez and to Algel Postigo for helping me
to achieve this wonderful recovery. I only hope to match their
expectations.

-

Rodrieo Mendoza

"There is no fixed teaching. All I can provide is an
appropriate medicine for a particular ailment."
- Bruce Lee
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